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Process Overview
October and November, 2020
Three feedback options
Online form
Live listening sessions
City survey of boards and advisory groups
Approximately 150 people participated

Definitions
“There are bad people who are racist but let’s not judge a whole city
bad based on a few bad eggs. Most people are not racist.”
“Systemic racism is not always visible but that does not mean it isn't
there... Racism is not a thought, it is an act. ‘Do or do not do, there is
no try’ ~Yoda.”
“We need to learn to not favor or disfavor any one for any reason.
You earn what you earn.”

Living in Fredericksburg
“There is [no] need for racial equity, there are more mixed racial couples than I have
ever seen in my [lifetime], if there was so much racism in America you wouldn't see that
at all.”
“I can recount what happened to me/my brother that led me to go to college out of
state attempting to escape the unnecessary racism and sexism I felt as a teenager. My
youngest sibling is Black and much younger than me (adopted). I was spat at from
passing cars while taking care of my brother twice in high school. Once carrying him
down William Street when he was 3 on my way to Hyperion and another time holding
his hand across the Kohl's parking lot when he was 6. On both occasions the spitters
yelled things that indicated they assumed this boy was my son (he's 10 years younger
than me) and that they considered me a ‘race traitor.’"

Scope
“I am pleased we are talking about this but concerned that too much
emphasis will be placed on a city-only answer.”
“[We need] an end to systemic racism in the entire country.”
“[S]top wasting resources on outside efforts to resolve local issues.”

The Real Fredericksburg
“I believe that police officers from outside of Fredericksburg instigated the
Caroline Street march. (Likely State Troopers but I can't say for certain.) If
it was escalated by outside officers, then why aren't they being held
accountable for deploying chemical weapons against our people?”
“[I fear that] our City, as the regional hub, is influenced by opinions of our
county neighbors, which I think are not moving at the same speed or in
the same direction as our City.”
“I think that many of the protesters did grow up here.”

Trust
“greatest concern: that this is the same ol’, same ol’. nothing actually
gets done.”
“greatest concern -- that the Council's attention will be short term
and that they won't make any structural changes in changing how the
city's employees represent the entire community.”

Housing
“People are working full time and they are living in overcrowded housing.
They don't build starter homes anymore. The margin isn't there, and there
are some regulatory issues. But people are working full time and they can't
buy a house. And it goes back to schooling as well. 75-80% of income spent
on housing so that kids can go to a particular school district.”
“Providing a more diverse housing market, currently the housing
development in the city is directed at more wealthy families. I'm not saying
more government subsidized housing, we need more affordable housing
that the people can afford on their own.”

Justice System
“Continue to build relationships between the police and citizens. Do
not ‘defund’ police, reexamine the relationships.”
“Create a Civilian Review Board with subpoena power.”
“I haven't seen a lot of diversity in the court system. I don't see anyone
who looks like me when I walk into that building. It makes you not
stand your ground on things that you should. I would like to see a
familiar face.”

2020 Protests
“The protesters are uneducated idiots. They would[n’t] know oppression if it smacked
them in the face.”
“I actually witnessed several, very nice, peaceful protests. They weren't in the middle of
the street or damaging property. I thought they were wonderful examples of our
peaceful right to protest. It made me proud to see that.”
"I've lived in big cities most of my life and I was pretty stunned and horrified by what
went on - particularly that first night. We thought this would be a quiet, supportive,
loving town. We went downtown and bought milk to hand out to folks when we heard
that they were using tear gas. The police went by our house and were harassing
people of color because they were 8 minutes late to a curfew that no one knew
about…. It's just not right.”

Economic Development
“I see evidence of inequity in business owners. There were a lot of
Black-owned businesses where I came from. When there was Blackowned Business Week here, there just weren't very many of them - it
confirmed what I was thinking.”
“I think the businesses downtown are very diverse and good to all.”
“[Need for] Economic opportunity and inclusion of traditional AfricanAmerican neighborhoods into the considerations of business and
residential development through zoning exceptions and EDA grants.”

Government

“All of the arms of civil government and engagement - councils,
committees, boards - need to be made more diverse. As well as on
city council and on staff. I think that council would have more
perspective if they really heard from people from marginalized
communities on a more regular basis.”
“Help, please. Don't stop when it is hard. Please help.”

History
“Seek to foster discussions, widen the interpretation of history and
individuals of the whole of Fredericksburg's history and seek to see
how this impacts the City's laws, policies and future community plans.
This will take community groups buy in, but the City must lead the
effort if change is to stick. Develop specific projects and programs for
action and more importantly fund them as well as measure what
progress occurs.”
“Do not destroy and remove any historical monuments, houses or
buildings of the same. In doing so, you destroy history. We learn from it
but don’t desecrate or destroy it.”

Listening
“Do not give [in] to pressure from either side of the conversation.
Everyone should have an equal seat at the table."
“People speak really different languages. Vocabulary. So often when you
get [to] the specifics and it comes to someone getting something they
react negatively. [Because] what they are hearing isn't what people are
saying.”
“Take more time to properly connect diverse groups on any
actions/discussions. It can't continue to bounce between ethnicities and
needs a more balanced approach...."

Recommendations
Collect data
Be transparent
Define terms
Build inclusive participation in public processes
Encourage dialogue across the community
Encourage learning and dialogue across city staff
Create a mechanism for continued comment and input
Acknowledge the full scope of the challenge the city faces
Incorporate the lens of equity into all city decision-making
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